
INSTALLATION GUIDE
Trail Series Front Bumper

Nissan Xterra 09-15*



Included Hardware:

Mounting Bracket   2
Reinforcement Bracket   2
Headlight Bracket   2
Skid Plates    2
5/16”-18 X 3/4” Hex Cap Bolt  2
5/16”-18 Nyloc Nut   2
5/16” Washer    4
3/8”-16 X1 1/4”    2
3/8”-16 Clip Nut   2
3/8” Washer    2
1/2”-13 X 1 1/2” Hex Cap Bolt  4
1/2”-13 X 4 1/4” Hex Cap Bolt  2
1/2”-13 Nyloc Nut   12
1/2” Washer    22
M12-1.25 X 30mm Hex Cap Bolt 4
Bolt Bracket With 1/2” HW  4

CONTENTS
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NOTE
Bumper is made for 3rd generation model years 2009-2015 

(*older models may fit with additional grill trimming and/or grill swap)

SKILL LEVEL - 4 STARS

1 STAR      EASY -  No tools required

2 STARS     BASIC -  Requires standard tools, basic mechanical knowledge and understanding

3 STARS     MODERATE - Requires standard tools.  Some drillling and/or cutting. 

4 STARS     ADVANCED - Requires speciality tools. Drilling, cutting, and/or welding 

5 STARS     EXPERT - Professional installation recommended.  

DISCLAIMER

Expedition One is not responsible for any damages to vehicle or injury. 
We always recommend professional assistance when installing our vehicle products.

Always follow safety procautions including the use of safety gear and devices.



Nissan Xterra

Remove stock bumper from vehicle following the outline that 
contains the nuts and plastic pieces that need to be removed.

Remove frame piece as shown to right with the few remaining 
bolts that are holding it in place.

Shown to right is the front piece removed from vehicle.



Nissan Xterra

Insert bolt as shown and attach it to frame mount bracket shown 
in next photo

Slide the included small frame bracket next to the body frame as 
shown on drivers side. Bolt is pushed through frame and bracket 
as shown in previous photo. Tighten with included washer and 
nut.

We recommend hand tightening the small frame bracket with the 
two bolts and included washers and nuts to loosely attach to the 
larger frame bracket as shown in photo.



Line up the large frame bracket against the frame as shown with 
the 2 holes circled in photo. At this point you’ll reuse the frame 
bolts that you initially removed to hand tighten the bracket into 
place. 

Hand tighten but keep all bolts fairly loose at this point.

Attach provided clip piece onto the large frame bracket as shown 
in photo. These will be used to attach the included skid plate.

Nissan Xterra



Carefully place bumper onto frame brackets and into proper 
alignment with body of vehicle.

Carefully insert the provided frame bolts/washers into the frame 
holes with the bumper lined up. Secure with provided washers/
nuts. If you’re happy with bumper alignment, go ahead and tight-
en down all nuts and bolts on the frame brackets and the bumper. 

We recommend checking/re-tightening all bolts after off-roading 
a few times or after 500 miles.

Nissan Xterra



Attach the grill support brackets as shown in photo to right with 
provided bolts but only keep hand tight/snug. Once both sides 
are attached, test fit your grill into place to align the brackets up. 
If satisfied, remove grill and tighten the bracket down. 

This bracket replaces the holes

Re-place the grill into position and using the provided bolts, 
tighten the grill to the other edge of the bracket.

Your all done!

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to email
us at info@expeditionone.biz or call us at 877.366.3099

Nissan Xterra

NOTE
Bumper is made for 3rd generation model years 2009-2015 

(*older models may fit with additional grill trimming and/or grill swap)


